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Use of flexible paving around the trees in the 
middle of Stockwood Square will cover raised 
tree roots & create a safe, even surface

Stockwood Road
Improving the area around Stockwood Square

A line of new planting beds along Stockwood 
Road will cover raised tree roots, provide 
habitat for pollinators, interest and colour

Steps that taper and gentle slopes will be 
created to deal with the change in level 
between the shops to the east and the 
square itself. The steps will have tactile 
paving on both sides.

Proposed tree

Proposed tree

Proposed screening
planting

Parapet parapet railing
to protect edge

Proposed handrail

Proposed handrail

Modify levels to create a
smooth ramp without
drops

Central area to be locally
raised to address raised
tree roots. Flexible paving
materials to be used in
combination including
rubber crumb to be
determined as part of
detailed design process

Proposed tree

Proposed tree

Modify levels to create
gentle slope in to square

Proposed screening
planting

Existing retaining wall to
be retained. Wall height
reduced level to upper
ground level (freestanding
section of wall removed)

Remove existing bollards
and tapered wall to be
and replaced with DDA
compliant slope/ramp
and reathered steps

Steps to accommodate
change of level - feather
to grade

Existing mobile
phone mast

Propsed reconfigured
steps

Proposed buttresses to
support retaining wall

Remove existing
planter walls and
concrete block
structures and
replace with new
planter wall/edge and
new planting

Magenta lines and
arrows represent
proposed pedestrian
movements

Proposed new paving to
along Stockwood road to
remove trip hazards and
create a safe, accessible
route

New and relocated cycle stands

Existing junction boxes

Parapet parapet railing
to protect edge

Planter wall height to be reduced
to height of ground level to match
western retaining wall. New
planting

Proposed planting beds around tree pits
to accommodate tree roots and to
enhance aesthetic quality and ecological
value of the street. (Final design of beds
to be determined on site based on
position of exposed tree roots) Planter wall to be retained

Proposed handrail

Proposed handrailFlexible paving
around tree

Proposed bollards

Proposed new
paving to  along
Stockwood road to
remove trip
hazards and create
a safe, accessible
route
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*
Public art commission 
covering the area outside 
Stockwood Library. 
Includes seating, planters 
and colourful planting

All the pictures are examples from other places, just to give a bit of an idea of how things might look
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Stockwood Road
Improving the area around Stockwood Square

Modify levels to create a
smooth ramp without
drops

Central area to be locally
raised to address raised
tree roots. Flexible paving
materials to be used in
combination including
rubber crumb to be
determined as part of
detailed design process

Proposed tree

Proposed tree

Modify levels to create
gentle slope in to square

Proposed screening
planting

Existing retaining wall to
be retained. Wall height
reduced level to upper
ground level (freestanding
section of wall removed)

Remove existing bollards
and tapered wall to be
and replaced with DDA
compliant slope/ramp
and reathered steps

Steps to accommodate
change of level - feather
to grade

Existing mobile
phone mast

Propsed reconfigured
steps

Proposed buttresses to
support retaining wall

Remove existing
planter walls and
concrete block
structures and
replace with new
planter wall/edge and
new planting

Magenta lines and
arrows represent
proposed pedestrian
movements

Proposed new paving to
along Stockwood road to
remove trip hazards and
create a safe, accessible
route

New and relocated cycle stands

Existing junction boxes

Parapet parapet railing
to protect edge

Planter wall height to be reduced
to height of ground level to match
western retaining wall. New
planting

Proposed planting beds around tree pits
to accommodate tree roots and to
enhance aesthetic quality and ecological
value of the street. (Final design of beds
to be determined on site based on
position of exposed tree roots) Planter wall to be retained

Proposed handrail

Proposed handrailFlexible paving
around tree

Proposed bollards

Proposed new
paving to  along
Stockwood road to
remove trip
hazards and create
a safe, accessible
route
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Key
New paving on Stockwood Road

New paving and change of levels
on the square

New planting along Stockwood Road Main accessible pedestrian routes

Proposed planting within new
planter walls Railings to protect edge

Tactile paving

N

New paving on Stockwood Road

New paving and change of levels
on the square

New planting along Stockwood Road Main accessible pedestrian routes

Proposed planting within new
planter walls Railings to protect edge

Tactile paving
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